What’s Blackboard?! Requesting all Faculty members to utilize their Blackboard accounts.

IN THE SENATE OF THE WESTMINSTER SGA

FEBRUARY 17, 2005

Ms. VASSALLO submitted the following resolution; which was considered and agreed to

RESOLUTION

What’s Blackboard?! Requesting all Faculty members to utilize their Blackboard accounts.

Whereas the Students wish to encourage integration between the two campuses;
Whereas we have recently been given some new technology to better our academic and social experience of being a part of a larger University;
Whereas Blackboard is configured in a fashion to accommodate both faculty and students alike in having class materials at their finger tips at all times; since the majority of Princeton campus students are commuters, it is convenient to have a faculty members’ text requirements, class schedules, updates, cancellations, and/or syllabi handy on the internet at all times: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, that

1. We encourage all faculty members of the Princeton campus, adjunct and full-time alike, to utilize the technology provided by the University. Not only
will Blackboard keep us up-to-date with the Lawrenceville campus, but it will be a greatly appreciated convenience to the Westminster student body.